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But these remarks do not alter the conclusion that Struik's 
description of the Dutch Republic is valuable and worth reading. 
As Struik shows us, it was a fascinating period when Dutch 
burghers, with their free thinking and free trade, were able to 
make both money and science. 
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Much time and effort have been devoted to this volume, which 
prints 218 letters, many for the first time. Collection of the 
highly scattered correspondence was begun by John C. Eaton of 
Glasgow (who transcribed a number of letters from now untraceable 
originals) after whose death the volume was completed by Dr. Mills. 
Maclaurin was the outstanding British mathematician of his 
age, well read in the continental as well as the Newtonian school. 
Some of his distinction appears in his correspondence; to bring it 
out fully would require a separate study. Here the reader is 
invited to dive in at the deep end: a brief account Of Maclaurin's 
life and a bibliography of his writings are given, but the reader 
is otherwise supposed to be adequately prepared in the history of 
British mathematics in the eighteenth century. This is the more 
to be regretted in that there seems to be no adequate study of 
Maclaurin readily available: the article in the Dictionary of 
Scientific Biography by J. F. Scott, for example, though lucid, 
is old-fashioned and inadequate. 
Maclaurin's correspondence deals with his teaching at Edin- 
burgh, his property and family, his visits to London and other 
travels, his defenses of his own priority in mathematical discov- 
ery, his Treatise of Fluxions (1742), and his relations with the 
Royal Society and with foreign mathematicians. Among the nonmath- 
ematical letters those dealing with the 1745 Jacobite rebellion 
(which probably hastened Maclaurin's own death in the following 
year) are particularly interesting, not least on account of 
Maclaurin's vehemence against the Highlanders; oddly, one of their 
chief offenses was, seemingly, their slaughter of the Marquis of 
Lothian's deer: "They boiled the Venison & eat of it till they 
were sick, then sold the Skins for a trifle" (p. 129). Among the 
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most interesting of the mathematical letters are those from Alexis 
de Clairaut, including his acknowledgment of and comments upon the 
Treatise of Fluxions (Letter 184). There is some interesting in- 
formation on James Short's reflecting telescopes and other general 
scientific matters--a letter from Abraham Trembley, for example, 
the student of freshwater polyps--but much of the correspondence 
is of a somewhat formal character and hardly illuminates the char- 
acter of British mathematics in the century after Newton's death 
as bril l iantly as one might wish. 
Maclaurin certainly made friends, but his correspondence like 
his researches was impeded by the busy-ness of his life. Many 
will sympathize with his lament: "When I have taught Six hours in 
a day I am so fatigued that I read nothing if it is not of a much 
easier Nature" (p. 32). There is not much evidence of the intel- 
lectual stimulus that Edinburgh might have provided, though 
Maclaurin was a founder and Secretary of the Philosophical Soci- 
ety there. James Stifling, though a frequent correspondent, was 
either in London or in the remote mining vil lages of Lanark. 
Inevitably, perhaps, Maclaurin seems to have been a good deal 
dissatisfied with his lot. 
The bulk of the material in this volume is in English. Where 
words or passages in French or Latin appear some rather original 
translations are provided. The phrase "qu'au cas qu'il eut pl~ au 
grand Dieu de ret i rer  son Fils" is rendered as "since it has pleased 
God to withdraw his son"; I would myself have Englished it as: "in 
the event it should please Almighty God to take away his son." 
Similarly, the Latin manum emendat[r ] icem is rendered as "a fault- 
less hand" (p. 41), whereas I should have taken the English to be 
"a correcting hand," with an allusion to well-known opinions of 
Newton voiced in the Leibniz-Clarke correspondence. In hac vir ium 
aest imat ionem (p. 184) I would render--after consulting the indi- 
cated page of Jakob Hermann's Phoronomia (1719)--as "In this 
reckoning of the forces"; and Anno 1727 per tres menses commoratus 
Loudini (?) (p. 269) as "In 1727 I spent three months in London." 
The correspondence is printed in four sections: general let- 
ters dated and undated, scientific letters dated and undated. In- 
evitably, letters of adjacent date and related subject are thus 
divided and it would have been helpful to the reader to have 
printed a single list of the correspondence in chronological order 
at the beginning of the book, as indeed is commonly done. The sole 
list of the letters is at the back of the book, indicating their 
sources, following the same order as the printing. The letters 
are not indexed under correspondents. 
Annotation is an important feature of a work of this kind, 
and in this book the editor might have treated the reader with a 
less sparing hand. To offer only two examples, one might find a 
reference to the plague of Marseille useful in relation to Letter 
i0, while in Letter 139 he might wish to be informed that the 
"little piece" now missing might have been James Jurin's Disser- 
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tationes physico-mathematicae of 1732 (or the antecedent Phil~ 
Trans. paper), where Jurin dealt with the matter under discussion 
in this letter. He might also welcome enlightenment on the inter- 
esting statement (p. 333, footnote 878) that J. T. Desaguliers 
(1683-1744) "was consulted by James Watt in connection with his 
study of steam-engines." Watt was born in 1736. 
One is always grateful for an addition to the body of histor- 
ical documentation, which this book certainly provides. 
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The author of this learned volume on medieval mensuration is 
Nan L. Hahn of the Department of History, Rutgers University; the 
book is an outgrowth of her doctoral dissertation written at Emory 
University under the direction of Francis S. Benjamin, Jr. It is 
handsomely produced and consists of (i) a preface and introduction 
(pp. vii-lxxxv); (i i) the Latin text, with apparatus criticus, of 
the 13th-century treatise Quadrans Vetus ("The Old Quadrant," pp. 
1-113); (iii) the Latin text, with apparatus criticus of one of 
the treatise's sources, the perhaps century older Geometrie Due 
Sunt Partes Principales... ("There Are Two Principal Parts of 
Geometry...," pp. 115-165); (iv) three appendices, the first two 
on separate MS traditions and the third a list of MSS (pp. 166- 
200); (v) a bibliography; and (vi) an index. The book is pro- 
fusely il lustrated with both manuscript drawings and modern dia- 
grams. The paper is of high quality (though the binding is paper), 
and there is an admirable lack of typographical errors (but the 
meaningless docebus on p. i0 must be docemus). 
The Quadrans Vetus is a set of directions explaining how to 
use the old quadrant to determine the altitude and declination of 
the sun, the latitude, the time of day, the heights of objects 
both accessible and inaccessible, the surface area of plane fig- 
ures, the depths of pits, and the volumes of vessels. The treatise 
is of the "cook book" variety, without proofs, and assumes that 
= 3 1/7 (Section 69). The Latin is generally very simple indeed, 
though there are occasional obscurities. The reader is addressed 
in the second person singular, and e is used throughout for ae 
(common in Medieval Latin). 
In her introduction, the author discusses the authorship and 
sources of the Quadrans Vetus, and concludes that the work is a 
compilation probably made around 1276-1284 by a Johannes Anglicus 
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